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Intro

Cyberscape is a cooperative platformer video game set in a distant cyberpunk
future. In this game, two players must work together to escape the police after a bank
heist and reach your getaway vehicle. Players can run and jump, as well as use a unique
mechanic to send a grappling hook towards the other player. The player that sent the
grappling hook is then launched towards it.



Gameplay Description

Cyberscape is a game that involves basic platformer mechanics, as well as a more
complex grappling ability. The game can be controlled by two players using a keyboard,
or two joycons. The control scheme is:

Keyboard:
Player 1: Left/right arrow keys to move. Up arrow key to jump. Period button to grapple.
Player 2: A/D keys to move. W key to jump. E key to grapple.
Joycons:
Joystick left/right to move. Bottom button to jump. Right button to grapple.

Players are able to run and jump, and can use this to hop over walls and cross
from platform to platform. This basic movement is the most basic mechanic to learn and
utilize throughout the level.

The grappling mechanic is used as a way to creatively move around the
gamespace. Depending on where the two characters are, the direction and the speed in
which the grapple launches you may vary. Using the grapple in a smart way can help you
clear certain segments of the levels faster, or it may be the only way to progress. The
grapple is also the only way to reach some collectibles. Players can also hang from their
grapple. Both players have access to the grapple. Upon a player presses their button to
grapple, a hook is launched towards the other player. A line is drawn to show the
player's connection to the hook. When the hook hits an object, whether it be player or
environment, the hook will freeze in place. At this time, the line between the hook and
the player will gain an effect, and begin shrinking in width. The longer the player holds
the button, the further the player will be launched when they let go. The player is also
launched once the line shrinks to a certain width. When the hook is not in use for the
grapple, it will float around the player, pointing towards the other player. This is to show
where the hook will launch towards, and to show where the other
player is.

While navigating around the level, there are numerous
hazards that will kill you. Electrical fields are placed around the map
that players must not come in contact with. There are also gaps in the
group, for players to jump or grapple over. Later in the level, bullets
are also fired from a helicopter that kill players upon impact. These
aren’t aimed directly at the players, but aimed where the helicopter’s
spotlight is pointing (but a little ahead to account for the screen
moving).

As the players make their way through the level, they’ll reach checkpoints where
their progress will be saved. If one player happens to die along the way, they will
respawn once the other player reaches the next checkpoint. Should both players die,
then they will have the option on the game over screen to restart from the last
checkpoint they reached.



Throughout the level, there are collectibles in difficult to reach places. These are
kept track of in the top right of the screen.

Dynamics
The only dynamics encountered was players using the grapple in an unintended

way. When creating the grapple mechanic, in order to get to higher ledges, it was
intended for one player to stand on a higher ledge, and the other player to stand below
that ledge and off to the side. Despite this, some playtesters would have one player jump,
and the other grapple from below.

We included billboards displaying the proper grapple usage, and images of the
characters positioned where the players should be positioned (that light up when the
player stands in the proper spot). The proper grappling method is encouraged in-game
as it is required later in the level. Some players still used the jumping method of
grappling in this area after these changes.



Systematic Breakdown of Components

2D Physics
● Used to calculate gravity and velocity for objects such as the players, the camera,

etc.

2D Collision
● Used to detect events for things such as map hazards, off screen killing, and general

platforming.

Particle System
● Used to create visual effects on certain objects for a greater aesthetic appeal. On

objects such as the players and collectibles.

3D Renderer
● Used to create a parallax effect on the objects in the scene as well as providing a

2.5D visual element to the game.

UI
● Used to create buttons for navigation around the menus as well as information

displays in the game.



Artistic Style Outline

Cyberscape is a game that is based in a futuristic cyberpunk type setting. The game
has vibrant neon colours and thematic art styles in our assets and characters to further
reflect this. We wanted our assets in the background to have enough detail to be
recognizable but not stand out more than the main characters. A good portion of our
buildings were based on existing cyberpunk themed images which included 3D modelled
environments, photograph images, and other existing pixel art.

Everything in Cyberscape has lights attached to it, to give that glowy, neon,
cyberpunk feel. The characters, buildings, vehicles, all emit light. Some lights are baked into
their material to save on processing and time, but most lights are rendered realtime. This
gives them the ability to interact with the environment, players, and other objects in order to
feel more alive.

To cement the idea that this world is in the future, we created floating cars, billboards,
and platforms. Many of the buildings are covered in neon signs. Some buildings reference a
technological future, with names such as “Techno Tab,” and “Computer Brain.”

The UI is also neon purple and pink to add to the cyberpunk theme.

Reference Art:



Asset Breakdown

Art Assets

Background buildings, gradient
● Adds to the immersion of the game, creating the atmosphere of the game taking

place in a sprawling cyberpunk-themed city.
Player characters x2 + animations

● Characters stand out from each other, have different appearances and animations.
● Each character has animations to provide visual feedback to the player when they

move, jump, etc.
Electricity hazard + animation

● Visually represents hazards to the player.
● Players can clearly see the electricity and can deduce that if they touch it they will

most likely die.
UI buttons

● Specially made UI buttons created in Photoshop that enhance the visual appeal of
the game.

Foreground buildings
● Adds to the immersion and visual appeal of the game.

Billboards
● A visually appealing way to present the player with tutorials and tips.

Particle Effects (jumping/landing, passive money, collectible collected, fire, smoke, player
death)

● In cases such as the collectible, jumping/landing and death effects, it provides the
player with visual feedback.

● In cases such as fire, smoke and passive money it adds to the visual appeal of the
game.

Materials for platforms, walls, ground
● Adds to the visual appeal of the game, instead of keeping platforms a default

material.
Grapple hooks and lines

● Provides the player with visual feedback of when they are grappling to another
player.

● The grapple line becomes thinner to visually represent to the player that the power of
the grapple is increasing.



Text Assets

All text is pixelated to fit with the pixel art theme.
Menus

● Text is used to in a self-explanatory provide the player with information on what the
menu buttons do (i.e. “retry from checkpoint”).

End game blurb
● Thanks players for playing the game.

Speech bubbles (players, cops, end game)
● Players “Oof” on death provides visual feedback informing the player that they’ve

died.
● Speech bubbles from cops and the getaway car add immersion and urgency to the

game.
Billboard tutorials

● Provides the player with guidance on how to play the game as well as tips on how to
be successful.



Sound Assets

Menu select, back (also used for button/door opening)
● Provides feedback to let player know an event is happening.

Player jump (also used for grapple)
● Provides feedback to the player letting them know they are jumping/grappling.

Player land
● Provides feedback when the player hits the ground.

Player death sound
● Informs the player that they’ve died.

Helicopter
● Informs the player of the helicopter coming into play in that section of the level, in

which they will be shot at.
Helicopter loading gun

● Warns the player that the helicopter is about to shoot.
Helicopter firing

● Warns the player that the helicopter is shooting at them.
Bullet impact

● Provides feedback to the player when the bullet hits the ground, letting them know
that they are temporarily safe from the helicopter.

Police sirens and chatter
● Adds immersion, makes the completion of the level feel more urgent.

Menu and in-game music
● Music was taken from TeknoAXE on YouTube.
● Went for synth music to match the cyberpunk theme.
● Ultimately benefits the theme and immersion of the game.



Development

We first decided on the core mechanics of our game and settled on a cooperative
platformer type game. Then we had to choose the theme of the game, and we liked the idea
of a cyberpunk styled platformer where you would play as the robbers running from the cops.

We liked the idea of having fast paced gameplay, and so a side scrolling type system
with a constantly moving camera was implemented. On top of the basic platformer
mechanics, we wanted to add something else to make our game stand out and we came up
with the idea of a grappling hook to augment the way the players could move around the
screen.

From here, actual game development took place and we got the core systems up
and running to test out the concept. Movement was a bit floaty at first, so we had to tweak
some values to get the controls and the animations to be more crisp. Rudimentary menus
were in place, and we had a semi-functional game. Some basic environmental effects were
being tested such as the helicopter searchlight and audio for the players jumping and
landing.

When playtesting the game, people overall seemed to enjoy our game, though we
had some useful constructive criticism. The grappling mechanic was not very intuitive to new
players, and we needed to better explain to them how it worked. Aside from the platforming
being somewhat challenging for a few players, it went well.

After getting the movement working how we wanted it to, we had to replace a lot of
our placeholder assets which included music, sound effects, and art. There was lots of
development visually for our game, and it started to look decent. A couple of bug fixes were
needed, and UI scalability was introduced. Particle effects for the player and environment
were introduced to further add aesthetic immersion into the game. Hover cars that the player
could bounce off of were introduced as well.

Further fine tuning on the grappling hook was underway, and we added things such
as collectibles and map hazards to the level as well. New animations were developed for
one of the characters and the instructions were refined.

An added challenge of the helicopter being able to shoot bullets at the player was
introduced, and UI was revamped.



Additional Ideas and Possibilities

We had some initial ideas that didn’t quite make it into the final product either due to
time constraints or balancing issues:

Roaming cops that would shoot players upon sight.
● This would add an extra layer of complexity to the level, and would require players to

have some sort of way to retaliate against them.

Players able fight against the cops
● Defeating the cops would reward you with money.
● Limited ammo count to make each shot count.

Final boss
● A final boss fight at the end of the game.
● Would be very challenging and require the player to use multiple mechanics learned

throughout the course of the game to defeat it.
● Alien or robot type appearance.

Money system at checkpoints
● Money could be used to buy upgrades or ammo.


